
BOUNDARY IMAGES OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

BY

P. T. CHURCH(i)

1. Introduction.

1.1. Let D be the open unit disk, bdy D its bounding circle, and S the unit

sphere. If/ : D -» S is continuous, then/(bdy D) is a Peano continuum. (We remind

the reader that a Peano continuum is a locally connected [metric] continuum,

and that it is characterized as the continuous image of a closed interval.)

It has been shown (by G. R. MacLane [8]; Piranian, Titus, and Young [12];

Salem andZygmund [16]; and Schaeffer [17]) that there exist functions/, con-

tinuous on the closed disk D and analytic on D, for which /(bdy D) is a solid

square. Indeed Rudin [14] has proved the following theorem: Suppose (a) E

is a closed subset of the circle bdy D, E having Lebesgue measure zero ; (b) <p is a

continuous function on E into the complex plane ; (c) T is a two-cell such that

cp(E)<= T. Then there exists a function / analytic on D and continuous on D

such that (i) f(z) = </>(z) for all z in E; (ii) f(D) cz T. Thus, given any compact

set C in the complex plane, there is a continuous function tp of the Cantor set

EcbdyD onto C [25, p. 35, (4.7)], and C <=/(bdyD) for the/given above.

The author [4] has shown that there is a Peano continuum in the plane which

is not the image of the circle bdy D for any function meromorphic in D and con-

tinuous in D. A purely topological characterization of those Peano continua

which are boundary images is given here.

Theorem. A nonempty Peano continuum P on S satisfies either both or neither

of the following conditions:

(Cj)    There exists a mapf:D^>S, meromorphic on D, for which P =f(bdyD).

(C2) There exists a finite or countably infinite family of simply connected

regions U„(n = 1, 2, •••) such that:

(a) P is the closure of (J„bdy(Un);

(b) for each n > 1, there exists m <n for which UnnUm^ 0 and

bdy(Un)nbdy(Um)*0;

and, if the family is infinite,

(c) limsup(i/„)cP.
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The limit superior of {C/„} is the set of all points x in S such that every neigh-

borhood of x contains points of infinitely many regions U„. If (c) is replaced

by "diam((7n)->0," the resulting condition is equivalent (see 3.3 and 3.6). Con-

dition C( is defined from Ct by replacing "meromorphic" by "analytic"; Con-

dition C2 is defined from C2 by adding the requirement that no region U„ con-

tain infinity. If P is a nonempty Peano continuum on S, other than a single point,

then P satisfies C[ if and only if it satisfies C2.

Condition C2 has a degree of naturalness. Given any Peano continuum P on S,

each of the countable number of components Vm of S — P is a simply connected

region (indeed, its boundary is locally connected [25, p. 106, (2.2)]), and the

diameters converge to zero [25, p. 113, (4.4)]. There is a countable family of

disks Dm in intP, such that the bounding circles are dense in intP and

diam(Dm)->0. The sets Vm and Dm, together, constitute regions U„ satisfying

Condition C2 except for (b). In "most" cases, these sets can be modified to

satisfy (b).

For example, suppose that P is a Peano continuum such that dimP = 1 and

S — P has a finite number of components. Let Vm im = 1,2, ••■,k) be the com-

ponents of S — P, and let vm be points on bdy(Fm). Let ym (m = l,2, •■•,k — l) be

arcs [24, p. 81, (3.11)] in P from v„ to vm + 1 (ym = {vm} if vm=vm+l), let

U2m-i = Vmim = l,2,-,k)andU2m = S-ym (m = l,2, -,fc-l). Then P satis-

fies C2, and thus Q.

While the example of [3, p. 52, Remark] has dimension one, its complement

has an infinite number of components, and it fails to satisfy C¡ and C2. If {[/„}

is any sequence satisfying (a) and (b) of C2, then an infinite number of regions

Un will contain the unbounded complementary component; thus the example

will not satisfy C2 (c).

Also the universal plane curve and the triangular curve of Sierpinski [7, pp.

202-203] both satisfy C2 and thus Q. In the latter case, using the notation of

[7], the regions U„ in order are: T, T0, Tu T2, T00, T0,, etc.

In a different but related direction, Morse [9, p. 74], and Titus [21; 22]

have given conditions for a function (i.e., a parametrized curve) to be a boundary

function for a function /analytic on D, and continuous on D (see §5).

1.2. Given a meromorphic function /: D -* S, the global cluster set C(/) is

defined as follows : y e C(/) if there exists a sequence of points z„ in D such that

lim|z„| = 1 and lim/(z„) = y. The set C(/) is a continuum, and, of course, if

/ is continuous on D, then C(/) =/(bdyD). In [5, p. 123], Collingwood and

Cartwright asked whether every continuum C c S could arise as the global

cluster set of some meromorphic function. Independently D. B.PotyagaTlo [13]

and W. Rudin [15] gave a counter-example, which is not a Peano continuum.

In [4] the author gave the Peano continuum example mentioned earlier, and a

sufficient condition. (The condition is not equivalent, even for Peano continua,

to a sufficient condition given by Potyagailo in [13].) For Peano continua that
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condition [4, p. 53] is almost identical to, and is equivalent to (see 3.6) C2.

We now observe that for the class of Peano continua at least, the condition is

also necessary.

Theorem. For Peano continua P ^ 0, Condition C2 is equivalent to Con-

dition C3 : There exists a function f meromorphic on D for which P is the global

cluster set C(f).

Condition C3 (infinity not in the range of/) is equivalent to C2, except for

single points.

The following condition, C4, implies the denial of C3 for (arbitrary) continua P.

There exist components K¡ (i = 1,2, —,J) of S — P and a sequence {R„} of

regions such that, for each n (n = 1,2, •••):

(a) R„¥=S,

(b) PnR„*0,

(c) bdy(R„)c (J=i bdy(Ki), and

(d) each open set Wwhich meets bdy(R„), contains a region Rm having m > n.

The counter example of [4, §2] satisfies this condition where I = 1, Kt = S — P,

and the regions R„ are the (open) disks. The proof that Condition C4 implies

the denial of Ct is a generalization of that proof.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a continuum P satisfying both C3 and C4.

Then P is not a single point, so that/(D) is open. Let C be the set of points in D

at which / is not one-to-one. Let B¡ be K¡—f(C), and let E¡ be f~1(B¡)

(i = 1,2, •••,/). As in [4, p. 52], if E¡ i= 0, then E¡ is a covering space of the base

space B¡ with projection map/and degree n¡, 1 ^ n, < 00. (If E¡ = 0, let n, = 0.)

For each e, 0 < e < 1, let At be the open annular region in D at distance less

than e from the circle bdy D. By (a) and (d) there exists a natural number n(l) such

that diam (Rn(l)) < diam P. Since P satisfies Condition C3, diam P ^ diam (f(D)),

and by (b)/(D) meets Rn(1). Thus/(D) meets bdy(R,1(1)). As a result, there is

an e(l) > 0 and a set U1 open in D — AsW such that diam(f(Ui)) < diamP

and/(U"i) meets bdy(R„{1)).

In general, suppose that open sets If¡ <= D, an integer n(k), and e(k) > 0 have

been given such that the sets If¡ are mutually disjoint, f(U¡)<=f(Uj^^)

(j=\,2,-,k; U0 = D),\Jj = 1UJ does not meet Am, and f(Uk) meets

bdy(R„w). By (d) there exists n(k + 1) such that Rn(k+1) ̂f(Uk). By (b)f(Ac(k))

meets Rn(k+l), and thus meets bdy(R„(k+i)). Hence there is an e(fc + l) > 0 and

an open set Uk+i c Am - Ac(k+1) such that f(Uk+l)cf(Uk) and f(Uk+l)

meets bdy(Rn(k+l)).

For each k (k = 1,2, ■••), there exists a component Kt (i = 1,2, •■•,/) such that

f(Uk) meets K¡ (by (c)). Thus n¡ 3: k, and a contradiction results.

1.3. Remark. Let g be a function analytic on D and continuous on D such

that g(bdyD) = D (given, for example, by [12]). Suppose that g<+z(D)D. Since

infinity is not in g(D), bdy (g(D)) meets S - D, say in q. Since q$D,q$ g(bdyD).
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Thus qegiD). Since g(D) is open, we have a contradiction. Thus g(D)<=D,

so that g(D) c D.

Let E be the upper half-plane, considered as a topological disk on S, and let

h be a homeomorphism of 5 on £ (closure in S), A analytic on D. The function/

defined by f(z) = (h(g(z)))2 is analytic on D, and /(bdy D) = S; thus, S satisfies

Condition Ci. (This conclusion could have been proved from results in this

paper, without the use of [12].)

Let T)j be the set of all open squares with sides parallel to the real and imaginary

lines, sides of length 2~J+1, and centers (m + ik)2~J (m,k = 1,3, •••,2j'— 1;

; = 1,2, •••). The squares of î>y, taken in order, constitute a sequence {V„} of

regions for the unit square {x + iy:0^x, y ^ 1} satisfying C2. Now

S = Di UD2, where Dx and D2 are closed topological disks. Let peDi c\D2,

and let ht be a homeomorphism of the unit square onto Dt(t = 1,2). The sequence

{Un} of regions defined by 17, = S - {p}, U2n = hiiVn), and C72ll+l = A2(FQ

(n = 1,2, ■••) satisfies Condition C2 for 5.

Also, a single point satisfies both Ci and C2. Thus, to prove 1.1, it is sufficient

to assume hereafter that P is a fixed nonempty Peano continuum, neither S

nor a single point.

The outline of the proof is given now. After preliminary lemmas (§2), it is shown

(3.1) that each of Conditions C2 and C3 implies a certain condition. This con-

dition implies (3.2, 3.5, 3.6) the existence of a chain (3.3), which is a family of

regions U„ satisfying the properties of C2 and some others. As a result, Condi-

tion C3 implies C2. In 4.2 it is proved that the existence of a chain implies C1;

except that / is only light open. The existence of the meromorphic function is

given in 4.3, using the extension of Stoilow's Theorem given in [3], so that C2

implies Ci. Clearly, C, implies C3 ; thus, the three conditions are equivalent,as are

Ci, C2, and C3. The special case in which the function of Cj is a homeomor-

phism on D is treated in 2.1, and extensions are discussed in §5.

The closure of X will be denoted either by Cl [X] or by X; the interior of X,

by int X ; the distance between two points p and q on S, by d(p, q) ; the set of

points of distance from p at most e, by S(p,e); and the null set by 0. The term

"map" will mean "continuous function."

2. Preliminary results. It is well known [1, p. 86] that if / is a conformai

homeomorphism of the open unit disk D onto the interior I of a closed topo-

logical disk, then there is an extension of / to a homeomorphism of D onto.?.

The following result generalizes this theorem.

2.1. Theorem. If B is a simply connected region on S such that bdy B is a non-

degenerate Peano continuum, then each prime end is a single point. Thus,

if f is any conformai homeomorphism of D onto B, then f can be extended to

D to be continuous.
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Proof. We use the terminology of Piranian [11, pp. 45-46]; the term "chain"

here should not be confused with that of 3.3. Suppose that there exists a prime

end E whose impression 1(E) contains (at least) two distinct points p and q ; we

may suppose that p is a principal point. The equivalence class E contains a chain

{c„} such that each cneS(p,l/n) and the sets Bn are nested. (For each crosscut

c„, B„ is that component of B — c„ which contains cn+1; the impression 1(E) is

f}„Bn.) Let {p„} and {q„} be sequences of points such that each pnec„ nB,

p„->p, each qneBn_1 — Bn, and qn->q. Let {y„} be a sequence of arcs in B,

each y„ joining q„_v to q„ and meeting c„ only in p„. (Thus y„ passes "through"

c„.) Choose e > 0 such that neither q nor any qn is in S(p, e). Since bdy B is locally

connected, S(p,e) nbdyß contains a connected neighborhood N of p in bdy B;

there exists a natural number n such that

S(p,l/n) nbdyBczN.

The arc y„ separates S(p, e) into at least two components, one containing p, an-

other containing an endpoint r of c„, with r in bdyß nS(p, 1/n). The connectivity

of N is thus contradicted, so that 1(E) must be {p}.

The second statement follows from Carathéodory's principal theorem on

prime ends [2, p. 350].

2.2. Definition. Let U be S, or D where bdyDcP. Let e > 0, and let

K¡ (i = 1,2, •••,/) be those components of U — P having diam(K¡) ^ e/3 (there

are only a finite number of them [25, p. 113, (4.4)]). An e-region (for P and If)

is a component of U — U¡ = i^¡.

Remarks. If F is a region in If, bdy F<= P, and diam V f¡¡ e/3, then Fis con-

tained in some e-region R. Since P nD is a Peano continuum [25, p. 112, (4.2) and

p. 113, (4.4)], the e-regions for P and D are the e-regions for P nD and S, except

possibly for S — D. Thus, it suffices to prove 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 for U = S.

2.3. Lemma. For each s>0, an e-region R has Property S [25, p. 20], and

thus R is a Peano continuum.

Proof. Let X¡ (j = 1,2, —,J) be the components of U/=i^i. Since each

bdy (K¡) is locally connected [25, p. 106, (2.2)], each K¡ has Property S [25, p.

109, (3.2)], and R¡ does also [25, p. 20, (15.3)]; thus, each Xj has Property S

and is locally connected. Let Sj be that component of S — X} containing R

(j = 1,2, •••, J); then Sj has Property S [25, p. 106, (2.2) and p. 109, (3.2)].

Let <5 be any positive number less than one half the minimum distance from

any of the sets bdy(Sy) to any other of them (since bdy (Sj) <= X}, <5>0;

j = 1,2, •••,/). Each Sj is the union of a finite family 2) of connected subsets,

each of diameter less than <5; let Yk (fc = l,2, ■■■,N) be those subsets (for all j)

contained in R. We will show that R <= \Jk = t Yk. Let p e R. If d(p,bdy(Sj)) ̂  5,

for all j, then any connected subset Fe?) containing p is contained in R; thus
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it is a set Yk. If d(p,bdy(Si)) < 5, for some ;', then peY, where Ye ?) is a con-

nected subset for Sj. Since diam Y< ô, Y is disjoint from bdy(S¡), for i ^j; as

a result, y is a set Yk. Thus, R has Property S. Since R also has Property S, it is

locally connected [25, p. 20, (15.1) and (15.3)].

2.4. Lemma. If, for some e > 0, there are an infinite number of distinct

e-regions R„ in = 1,2, •••), then diam(R„)-»-0.

Proof. We first prove that if Ry and R2 are two (ordinary) regions on S

such that Ry is simply connected and

bdy(Ri)nbdy(R2) = 0,

then Z?inR2 is a (possibly empty) region. We may suppose that Ry(-\R2 is

neither 0 nor R2. If C is any component of Ry nR2, then there is an arc y in R2

joining a point of C to a point of R2 — iRyt~\R2). As a result, bdyC meets

R2nbdy(Ri), and since bdy(Ri) is connected, bdy(Rt) c R2. Thus there is

a neighborhood N of bdy(Rj) (in S) such that Nr\Ry c C; since C is an ar-

bitrary component of RyC\R2, C = Ryp\R2; i.e., RyC\R2 is connected.

Let Xj ij = 1,2, •■•, J) be the components of \<jf=lKi (cf. 2.2); then, as in the

proof of 2.3, each X¡ is a Peano continuum. Let ô > 0 be given; it is desired to

prove that only a finite number of e-regions have diameter at least <5.

Let R be any e-region with diam R — ô ; since R is a component of S — [J}= yXj,

it is a component of Q/= y Rj>kU), where each set RJtkU) is a component of

S — Xj, and diam(R,-MJ)) — 3. From the conclusion of the first paragraph and

induction, this intersection set is connected and thus ¿5 R. Since only a finite

number of components of S - Xj have diameter at least ô [25, p. 113, (4.4)],

the conclusion follows.

2.5. Lemma. // R is an e-region, and

diam R < s < - diam S,

then R is contained in a closed topological disk E where int E c U, diam E

= diamR and bdyE c P. In fact, if diamR < e/3, then R = E.

Proof. First, suppose that U = S. Let p eR; then Re Sip, e). If W is that

component of S — R which contains S — Sip, e), then bdy IF is locally connected

(2.3 and [25, p. 106, (2.2)]) and thus contains a circle C separating If from R

[24, p. 114, (6.7)]. Let E be the closure of the component of S — C containing R.

Since CcbdyR, diamC^ diamR. But diam£ = diamC. On the other hand,

since Re E, diamR = diam£.

Suppose diamR < e/3. Then E does not contain any R¡ (i = 1,2, •••,/), and

thus is disjoint from them. Since int £ is a region it is contained in R; therefore,

it is R.
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If U = D, then R is an e-region for S and P nD (by 2.2); thus, if E is the closed

topological disk given by the above proof, then bdy E c P nD. SinceE nR¿ 0,

intFcD.

2.6. Lemma, If R is an e-region, e < diamR, and e < \ diam S, then there

are a finite number of closed topological disks Em (m = 1,2 ■••,M) such that

(1) Rcz{jM=1int(Em),

(2) each int(Em)czU and bdy(Em) c P, and

(3) diam(£m)<e.

Proof. We may suppose that U = S; the proof in case U = D follows as in

2.5. By 2.3, R has Property S. Thus, it is the union of a finite number of open

sets, each having diameter less than e/3 and having Property S [25, p. 21, (15.41)].

Let Y be one of these sets ; it suffices to construct a closed disk E containing Y

and also satisfying (2) and (3).

Let V„ (n — 1,2, •••) be the components of S — P which meet Y, and let Z be

the region 7U [Jv„. Since each VncR and each diam (V„) < e/3 (by the defini-

tion of e-region), diamZ < e. Let <5 > 0; 7 is the union of a finite number of

connected sets A¡, where diam(Af) ig <5/3 (j = 1,2, •••, J). There is a natural

number N such that, for all n> N, diam(F„) < 5/3 [25, p. 113, (4.4)]. Let B,

be the union of A¡ with all the V„ it meets (n > N; j = 1,2, —, J). Each set Bj is

connected, and diam (By) < Ô. Since

-oo-i 00

Cl      UK     -U^c7.
.n = l     J n = l

Z is the union of the sets Bj (j = 1,2, —, J) and Vn (n = 1,2, •-;N). Because 5

is an arbitrary positive number, Z has Property S and thus is locally connected.

Since diam Z < e, for any p in Z, Z c S(p, e). Let W be the component of

S — Z containing S — S(p, e). Since bdy Wis locally connected and separates W

from Z, it contains a circle C which also separates IF from Z [24, p. 114, (6.7)].

Let E be the closure of the open topological disk of S — C containing Z. Since

bdy E cz Z, diam Z ^ diam E; e < ^diarn S, and (3) is satisfied. Suppose that there

is a point z e (bdy Z) — P. Since V„ c Z (n = 1,2, • • •), z is in a component of S — P

which does not meet F (and thus Z), contradicting the fact that z ebdyZ. Thus

bdyZ c P. Since bdy£ c bdyZ, (2) is also satisfied.

2.7. Definition. Two simply-connected regions U and F on S meet pro-

perly if there is an arc y ending in a point p on bdyl/nbdy V, such that

y-{p}czU n V.

If bdy U is locally connected (but not a point), then there is a naturally asso-

ciated prime end E of U whose impression 1(E) [11, p. 45] is {p}. Let e be less

than diam U, \ diam (bdy If), and \ diam y. There is a subarc y„ of y such that

p g yn, the other endpoint q„ of y„ is on the circle bdy (S(p, ejn)), and yn — ({p} U {q„})
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is disjoint from that circle (n = 1,2, ■••). Let X„ be the closure of the component

of U n bdy (S(p,e/n)) containing qn; since bdy (S(p, e/n)) meets bdy U, X„ is a

crosscut. The family {Xn} defines a prime end E, and by (2.1) its impression 1(E)

is {p}.

There is a conformai homeomorphism of D onto U, and it has a continuous

extension/to D (by 2.1). The set

Cl [/-1 (7-{p})]n bdy Z>

is connected (e.g., from [25, p. 14, (9.1)]). If it were not a point, then / would be

constant along an arc, contradicting a slight modification of the Riesz-Nevan-

linna Theorem [10, p. 19]. Thus C\[f~1(y — {p})] is an arc p meeting bdyD

in a single point 0, which corresponds to the prime end E under the Caratheodory

theorem [2, p. 350]; in fact, f(0) = p.

2.8. Lemma Let U and V be simply connected proper subregions of S

such that bdy U and bdy Vare locally connected, U C\ V^= 0, and bdy C/nbdy V

# 0. Then U and V meet properly.

Proof. If U c V or V<= U, the conclusion follows from [25, p. 112, (4.2)].

Thus, we may suppose that there exist points qeU nV, reU—V, and

seV— U. Since each of bdy U and bdy F has Property S, their union has it also;

thus it is locally connected. Let If be the component of

S - (bdy U u bdy V)

containing q; bdy IF is locally connected [25, p. 106, (2.2)]. There is an arc a

joining q to r in Í7; since act-If, a meets bdy W, and thus bdy If meets bdyf.

Similarly, bdy W meets bdy U. Since the union of the two closed sets bdy U and

bdy F contains bdy If, which is connected, they have a common point p. There

is an arc y ending at p, y - {p} c If ; as a result, U and V meet properly.

3. Chains.

3.1. Lemma. Let P satisfy either Condition C2 or C3, and let U be S, or D

where bdyD c: P; suppose that U <£ P- Let K be a component of U — P; let

e > 0, e less than the minimum of diam K, diam P, and ^diamS; and let

Rm (m = 1,2, ■•■) be a collection of distinct e-regions if or P and U) such that

diam(Rm) < e/3, PC\R,„^ 0, and bdy(Rm)Obdy U contains no arc.

Then, there is a natural number M and, corresponding to the regions Rm,

two families of nonempty open sets Xm and Ym such that:

(a) ?mCXmcU;

(b) ymnbdy(Rm)^0;

(c) if j < m, then either Xm a Xj or Xm n F,- = 0; and

(d) if j(k) (k = 1,2, ■•■,m) is a function such that j(k)<j(k + \) and

XKk+l)<=Xm (k = i,2,—,m-l), then m^M.
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Proof. There are, actually, two separate proofs. First, suppose that P satisfies

Condition C3. Let K¡ (i = 1,2, •••,/) be as in 2.2 for e, P, and U; then K is a region

K¡. If Z is the set of zeros of the derivative off in D, then /(Z) n R¡ has no limit

point in K¡, since X¡ is disjoint from the global cluster set C(/) = P. The restric-

tion of / to /_1(R¡ —/(Z)) is a covering map (as in [4, p. 52]), and, for each q

in K¡ —/(Z), /_1(g) has the same (finite) number M¡ of points [18, p. 67]; let

M be the maximum of the M; (i = 1,2, •••,/).

LetAnbe the annular region defined by 1 — (1/n) < |z| < 1 (n = 1, 2, •••).

Since P nRi i= 0, /(¿i) ni?i?t 0; but, since

diam(Ri) < diamP ^ diam(/(^i)),

iAy) meets S — Ry. Thus, there exists a set Ifi open in A¡, such that iFiC y4t

and the open setfiWy), call it Xlt meets bdy(Rj). By 2.5 each set Rm is a closed

topological disk, and by hypothesis bdy(Rm) nbdyfj contains no arc. Hence,

we may suppose that XycU. There exists an open set Y"i such that Y y meets

bdyfRO, and ?1czX1.

There also exists a natural number «(2) such that WyC\ A„i2) + 0, and, in

An(2), an open set T such that T is compact, /(T) meets bdy(R2) and /(T)c U.

There is an open set W2 c Tsuch that the open setfiW2), call it X2, also meets

bdy(R2), and either X2 cXy or X2 n?y = 0. Let Y2 be any open set such

that Y2 meets bdy(R2) and T2cX2.

Using finite induction, suppose that we have defined:

(lm) mutually disjoint open sets Wj such that W¡c D;

(2J Xj as fiWj) with XjcU; and

(3m) open sets Y} such that YjcXj, Y¡ meets bdy(Rj), and, if i<j, then

either X} c X¡ or X, flf,= 0 0' = 1,2, •••,m).

There exists a natural number n(m + 1) such that

Vi)nÜ^= ^.

and, in i4„(m+1), an open set Tsuch that T is compact,/(T) meets bdy(Rm+i),

and/(T) cz 17. There is an open set Wm+lc T, such that/(Jfm+i), call it Xm+1,

meets bdy (Rm+i),and, for each,/' (J = 1, 2,---,m), either .Xm+ic:.X'J. or Xm+1

r\Yj=0. Let Y"m+i be any open set such that 7m+i meets bdy(Rm+1) and Ym+l

cXm+1. Then If,-, X}, and Yj ij = 1,2, -,m + 1) satisfy (lm+,),(2m+1), and (3m+1).

Thus, there exist families of sets X„ and Ym satisfying conclusions (a), (b),

and (c). For (d), suppose on the contrary, that there exist increasing natural

numbers jYfc) (&= 1»2,--,M + 1) such that each set Xj(k+y) c XJ(k). By (a) and

(b), XjtM+y, meets bdy(Rj(M+i)), and thus meets one of the components K¡

(i = 1,2, •••,/). Since/_1(ZJ(M+1)) has at least M + 1 components, each mapped

onto Xj(M+V) by /, the degree of the restriction of/to/-1(R¡ —/(Z)) is at least

M + 1, contradicting the definition of M.
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Now, suppose that P satisfies C2. If a simply connected region Un meets a com-

ponent K¡ (n = l,2, ■■■; i = 1,2,—,I), then (cf. Condition C2(a) and (2.2))

Kt c [/„. Since limsup(C/„) c P, there exists M such that, if n > M, then

Unn  \jKi= 0.
¡=i

Since P nRm^= 0 (m = 1,2, •••), there exists (by Condition C2(a)), a region

[7r such that bdy(l/r) meets Rm. Because

diam(Rm) < diamP,

it follows from Condition C2(a) that there is a region Us whose boundary meets

S-Rm. By C2(b) there are regions l/s(() (i = 1,2, —.T) such that s(l) = r,

s(T) = s, rji(0 meets [/,(,+1} and bdy(Us(t)) meets bdyCt/^+i,) (i = l,2,-,T-l).

For some t, t/s(t) meets bdy(Rm), and bdy(Us(t)) meets bdy(Rm). Let s(t) be de-

noted by n(m). There exists an arc ym on bdy(Rm) (a topological circle by 2.5)

such that ym ends in a point qm on bdy (U„(m)) and ym - {gm}c [/B(m) (m = 1,2, •••).

Since Ri c[/ and bdy(Rt) nbdy (7 contains no arc, there exist open sets Xx

and Y¡, each meeting y1, such that

TtcXtcunUw

If q2 e f i, choose open sets X2 and F2, each meeting y2, such that

T2cX2czXtnUH2).

(Thus F2 c {/.) In this case, since

Qi^Unil)nbdy(UH2)),

U„(i) # U„(2y If q2 ̂  Y2, choose open sets X2 and Y2, each meeting y2, such that

?2c:X2cz(UnUn(2))-?1.

Using finite induction, suppose that open sets Xj and Y¡ have been defined,

each meeting y¡, such that:

(U fj c Zj e [/; and

(2m) for each i < j, either Xj <=X¡ n U„U) (in which case U„w # 1/,^)), or

Xj^U„U)-Yi (j=l,2,-,m).

Let F be an open neighborhood of qm+l such that: if qm+1$Yj, then

Vn?j = 0, and if q_m+1e?j, then 7c X,- (j = 1,2, -,m). Now Fn l/„(ra+1)

meets ym+1, ym+1 c Í7, and ym+i nbdy [7 has no arc, so that VnU„(m+l) n U

also meets ym+1. Let Xm+1 be this open set, and let Fm+i be an open set also

meeting ym+i, such that Tm+l c: Xm+1. The sets Xj and Y} (j = 1,2, —,m + 1)

satisfy (lm+i) and(2m+i).

Thus, there exist nonempty open sets Xm and Ym satisfying conclusions (a),
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(b), and (c). For (d), suppose that, on the contrary, there exist increasing natural

numbers j(k) (k~l,2,---,M + 1) such that XKk+i) <= Xm; thus, by the second

inductive condition, the regions U„U(k)) are distinct. Since XJiM + 1) meets

bdy(R,-(M+i)) and xj(M+i) c U, XJiM+1) meets U nbdy(RJ(M+1)); by the de-

finition of e-region (2.2), XKM+l) meets some component K¡ (i = 1,2, —,/). As

a result, each XJik) meets K¡. Since XjW <= UnUW) (by the second inductive con-

dition), the distinct sets U„UW) each meet, and thus contain K¡ (k = 1,2, • • -, M +1),

contradicting the choice of M.

3.2. Lemma. Let P, U, e, and Rm (m = 1,2, •■•) satisfy the hypotheses of 3.1.

Then there exist simply connected regions L, (i = 1,2, —, J, the integer I of

2.2; h = 1,2,-,M, the integer M of 3.1) in U such that:

(a) each bdy(Lf) is a Peano continuum;

(b) there exists a function Q mapping the indices of the e-regions Rm into

pairs of natural numbers (i,h) such that Rm meets L\ properly in a point qm;

(c) the prime ends of Lh¡ associated with these points by 2.7, are distinct,

and no one of the prime ends is a limit of others.

The limit statement of conclusion (c) means that : if q'm are the points on the

circle bdyD given by the Carathéodory Theorem [2, p. 350] as corresponding

to the prime ends, then no point qm is a limit point of others.

Proof. Let Xm and Ym (m = 1,2, •••) be the open sets given by 3.1. Consider

a fixed set Rm; by 2.5, Rm is a closed topological disk. By 3.1(b), there exists an

arc a of the circle bdy(Rm) such that a c Ym and (since bdy(Rm) nbdylf con-

tains no arc) a nbdy U = 0. Since (by 2.2)

bdyíRJc \Jbdy(Ki),
i=i

the union of the closed sets a nbdy(K¡) (i = 1,2, •••,/) is a. Thus for some i

(call it i(m))
dim(anbdy(K:,(m))) = l

[6, p. 30], so that a nbdy(X,(m)) contains an arc ßm [6, p. 44]; let pm be an in-

terior point of ßm.

Choose n, 0 < n < l/2m such that

S(Pm, tj)nbdy(Rm)^ßm

and S(pm,tj) cz Ym. Since bdy(.K,(m)) is locally connected [25, p. 106, (2.2)], each

point of ßm is regularly accessible from Ki(m) [25, p. Ill and p. 112, (4.2)]. Choose

the regular accessibility 8 for n and pm, 0 < 5 < r\. Let q be a point of the com-

ponent of ßm n S(pm, 5) containing pm, q ^ pm, and similarly choose £ for n — 5

and q, Ç+ d(pm,q)< Ô; choose r in S(q, £) UK,(m). There exist arcs p joining r

to pm in
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iKi(m)nSipm,n))v{Pm},

and a joining r to q in

iKi(m)nSiPm,n))v{q}.

Since p U a has Property S, it is locally connected, and thus contains an arc x

joining p and q,

x-i{p}v{q})cKi(m)nSipm,ri).

Since t c SiPm,n) cYm, ßmcac Ym, and Ym c 17, (3.1(a)), /fm Ut c 17.

Let Cm be the component of 17 — ißm u t) disjoint from Rm. Since Cm and Rm

are closed topological disks (the latter by 2.5) whose intersection is an arc, their

union is also a closed topological disk. Let Em be the interior of Cm URm. Since

Cm c Sipm,n), Cm c Ym and diam(CJ < 1/m. Let qm be a point on bdy(RJ - ßm;

thus

qm £ bdy(£J U bdy(Rl(m) U EJ.

Let ym be an arc ending at qm, ym— {qm} in the open topological disk (by 2.5) Rm.

Define a function a> mapping the indices m of the sets Rm into the natural

numbers by : co(m) = h if and only if h is the maximal positive integer such that

there exists a function jik) ik=l,2,---,h) with jik) < jik + 1), jih)=m, and

Xj(k+i) <= ̂j(¿t) ih may be 1). Thus h^M, the natural number given by 3.1 (d).

Define Í2(m) as the ordered pair (i(m),a)(w)) and let L* be the union of R; with

those open topological disks Em for which Q(m) = (i, /i) (i = 1,2, • • -, / ; h = 1,2, • • -,M).

Let Em and £„ be two open topological disks added to some region Kt in

forming Lhh i.e., Q(m) = Q(n) = (¡,/i). Using the facts that £mcCmuRm and

JE„ c C„UR„ (Rm and R„ are open topological disks by 2.5), it will now be shown

that Em r\E„ = 0. Suppose that Ym C\Yn=£ 0; by conclusions (a) and (c) of

3.1, if m< n, then Xn c Xm, so that cu(m) < cu(n). Since cairn) = coin) = h,

Ymf\Yn = 0. Thus, since Cm c Ym and C„ c Y„, Cm n C„ = 0. Moreover, the

e-regions Rm and R„ are disjoint, by Definition 2.2. Suppose Rn(~\Cm^ 0. If

R„ c Cm, then, by conclusion (b) of (3.1), Y„r\Cm=í 0, contradicting the fact

that  Ynr\Ym= 0. Thus, if R„ n Cm ̂  0, then R„ meets bdy(CJ. But

bdy(CJczKi(m)Ubdy(Rm),

and R„ does not meet either, by the definition of e-region (2.2); thus, RnnCm=0.

Similarly Rm C\C„= 0, and, hence, Em and E„ are disjoint.

Each set L* is a region. Let T be any closed path in L), i.e., T is a map

of the unit circle into L¡. The topological disks Em for which i!(m) = (¿, ft) are

mutually disjoint, and each bdy(£m) meets K¡ in an open arc. There is a function

A (i, x), where t e [0,1] and x is on the unit circle, defined as follows : for

x4T-\Em), Ait,z) = T(x); for xeT'^EJ, A(0,x) = T(x),
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A(í,x)c £mu(Kinbdy(£m)))

A(l,x)c: X,nbdy(£J,

and the restriction map A|r-1(£m) is continuous. We wish to prove that A is

continuous, i.e., if tk -> t and xk -> x, then Aitk,xk) -* A(i,x). If x is in some set

T~l(Em), then all but a finite number of the xk are in T_1(£m), and the conclusion

follows from the definition of A on r_1(£m). Thus we may suppose that

X $ Umr_1(£».)' SO that A(*»*) " r(X)' and that either i1) a11 Xk Í Ur_1(£m)  Or

(2) each xk is in some set T_1(£m), call it T_1(£mW). Since A\F~l(Em) is con-

tinuous (m = 1,2, ••■), we may suppose in case (2) that the numbers m(/e) are

distinct (fc = 1,2, •••). In case (1) A(tk,xk) = F(xk), so that Aitk,xk)-*Fixk).

In case (2), Aitk,xk)eEmik). Since diam(Cm)->0, diam(Rm)->0 (by 2.4),

and Em = CmURm, diam(£J->0. Since T(xOe£mW, £mTO->T(x), so that

A(iit,xO->-r(x). As a result A is continuous, so that T is homotopic in L\ to a

closed path in

Lhi-\J{Em:Çl(m) = (i,h)},

a subset of K¡. Since K¡ is simply connected (it is a component of S — P), this

path is homotopic in L\ to a point. Thus, L* is also a simply connected region,

so that bdy(Lh;) is a continuum.

Let f > 0 be given. Since K¡ has Property S [25, p. 106, (2.2) and p. 112, (4.2)],
K¡ is the union of a finite number of connected subsets, each of diameter less

than £/3. Since diam(£m)-»0, only a finite number of the topological disks Em

have Q(m) = (i,h) and diam(£m) §; <i;/3, and each of these sets is also the finite

union of connected subsets of diameter less than £/3. The sets Em such that

£l(m) = (i, A) and diam(Rm) < £/3 each meet one of the connected subsets of K¡;

thus, L* is the union of a finite number of connected subsets, each of diameter

less than £. Hence, L] has Property S, and by [25, p. 112, (4.2)], bdy^) is

locally connected. Thus, conclusion (a) is satisfied.

We have seen that Em n£„= 0 for Q(m) = Q(n) = (i, A), and that

qmebdyiEm)UbdyiKiKJEm);

thus qmebdyiL^), so that conclusion (b) is satisfied (using the arc ym). Also,

because of the disjointness of the sets £„, the open arc bdy(Rm) — ßm of

bdy(K¡U£m) is contained in bdy(L*). Moreover, a neighborhood of one side

of it is contained in Rm O L*; thus, corresponding to each point of the open arc

bdy(Rm) — ßm is a unique prime end "from Rm." Now qm is on this open arc,

and ym — {<jm} is contained in the open topological disk Rm ; because of the dis-

jointness of the sets £„, conclusion (c) follows.

3.3. Although the chains of prime end theory were used in the proof of 2.1,

it is convenient to give a new concept the same name.
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Definition. A chain (for P) is a finite or countably infinite family of simply

connected regions U„ in S (n = 1,2, •••) such that:

(a) The space P = C1 [Q„bdy([/„)].
(b) Each bdy(U„) is a nondegenerate Peano continuum.

(c) There is a function \j/ sending the natural numbers greater than one into

the natural numbers such that \j/(n) < n, and U„ meets U^n) properly (2.7) in a

point p„. The accessibility arc defines a natural prime end P„ of t/^(n) (see 2.7)

whose impression is the point p„.

(d) For each natural number k and the set of all natural numbers n(m)

(m = 1,2, •••) such that ipin(m)) = k, the prime ends Pn(m) (of Uk) are distinct and

distinct from the point pk, and no prime end P„(m) is a limit of others (see 3.2).

(e) Let

x¥n=\J{Uk'-il>\k) = n, h = 0,1,2,-},

where \¡ih is the hth iteration of \]/, and ip°(k) = k. If the family {[/„} is infinite,

then diam (*?,,)->0. In particular, diam(t/„)-*0.

The range of the chain {!/„} is U„(/n. ^ ? nas a chain, then P satisfies con-

dition C2.

3.4. Definitions. Let/be a function of A into B, where ^4 and B are topo-

logical spaces. If, whenever U is open in A,f(U) is open in B, then /is interior

(open). If, for each p in f(A), the components of/_1(p) are single points, then/

is /ig/if. It is well known that any nonconstant meromorphic function is light

interior.

Let f:D->S be light interior with the Peano continuum P its global cluster

set C(f). Let/= gh be the factorization given by [19, p. 121], where h is a homeo-

morphism and g is meromorphic. We may suppose that h(D) is either D or S — { oo}.

Since P is neither S nor a single point, h(D) = D; hence P is the global cluster

set C(g), so that P satisfies Condition C3. Thus Condition C3 is a topological

condition in the sense that P may be replaced by the set h(P), where h is any

homeomorphism of S onto itself.

As a result, the properties of the hypothesis and conclusion of the following

lemma are preserved under a homeomorphism of S onto itself. In particular,

D may be replaced by the interior E of any topological closed disk.

3.5. Lemma. Suppose that P satisfies either Condition C2 or C3, that e > 0,

that U is S or D, and, if U is D, then u e bdy D and bdy D <= P. Then there exists

a family {V„} such that:

(1) {V„} is a chain, except that, instead of Condition (a), each bdy(F„) c P.

(2) If U = D, then Fj = U; if ip(n) = 1, then p„ ¿ u (n = 1,2, -).
(3) Each Vn cr U.

(4) There exists a natural number N such that, for all n > N:

(a) V„ is a closed topological disk; and
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(b) diam(F„)<e.

(5) For all n, ^(n) = N.

(6) For each point p in P CiD, either pebdy'VA (n = 1,2, •■-,N), or

peV„in>N).

If P satisfies either Condition C2 or C3, oo £P, and U = S, then {V„} may

be chosen so that co$Vn (n = l,2, ••■).

Proof. If 17 c P, then, since P ¥" S, U = D. Let h be a homeomorphism of

the unit square I2 onto D, let <5 be the uniform continuity ö for h and e, and let

m be a natural number such that 2~m< <5. Let S„ in = 1,2, ••■) be the squares

of the families !£)_,• (defined in 1.3; j = 1,2, •••) taken in order, and let N be the

index of the last square of side at most 2_m_1.The sets V„ are hiS„).

Thus, it may be assumed that U - P # 0, and that e is less than diam P, \ diam S

and diamK, where K is some component of U — P. Let K¡ (i = 1,2, •••,/) be

the components of U — P in 2.2, and let E¡ ij = 1,2, •••, J) be the interiors of the

closed topological disks given by 2.5 and 2.6 for the e-regions (for P and U) of

diameter at least e/3.

Let "¡P be the family of those e-regions R (for P and [7) such that diam R < e/3

and R O P ^ 0. Each region R in ^3 is the interior of a closed topological disk

(by 2.5). If U = D, let & be the family of those e-regions R in $ such that

bdyR nbdyD contains an open arc, call it p(R), and let g(R)ep(R). Then the

open arcs p(R) for R in Q are disjoint, and, if Lis the closure of (J{g(R) : P e&}>

then Lcontains no arc. If U = D, let 5R = $ - £¡. If U = S, let 9Î = $. If 5R # 0,
let Rm be an enumeration of the family 5R, and let the regions Lh¡

(i = 1,2, •••,/; h = 1,2, -",M), the function Q, and the points gm (m = 1,2, •••)

be as given in 3.2.

If U = D, let Vy = D; if U = S, let Ft = Ky (since L7 - P # 0, / ^ 0). Let H

be the number of regions R¡ (other than Ku if J^ = Ky), L* (there are none if

5R={Rm}= 0), and £,- (i = 1,2, -,/; fc = 1,2, -,M; j = 1,2, -, J). Let f„

(n = // + 2, H + 3, •••,2// + 1) be any enumeration of these sets with the sets E¡

at the end, and let A7 be the index of the last region V„ not a topological disk

EjiN=H + 1 if all the sets are topological disks EJ). We will now define simply

connected regions Vn in = 2,3, ••-,// + 1) such that V„ meets both Vx and Vn+H

properly, V„c U, bdy(F„)cP, and the points p„ of accessibility (3.3(c)) are

distinct, different from u and from gm (m = 1,2, •••), and in case U = D, not in L.

If U = D, then Vy = D and Vn+H c D; let Xy = bdy/). If U = S, let Xy be an

arc on bdy(Fi). If bdy(I/„+H) c Xy, let X2 = X3 = 0. Otherwise, there exists an

arc X2 disjoint from Xy and contained in bdy(F„+H). There is an arc X3 in P join-

ing a point of X2 to a point of Xy,X3 meeting Xy \JX2 only in its endpoints. Let

Va = U — iXy U X2 U X3) ; then V„ is a simply connected subregion of U whose

boundary Xy U A2 U A3 is a nonempty and nondegenerate Peano continuum

contained in P. Since Xy c bdy(Fi) nbdy(F„) and X2 c bdy(I/n) nbdy(Fn+H),
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and since each point of bdy(Fi) (resp., bdy(F„+H)) is regularly accessible from

Fj (resp., Vn+H) [25, p. 112, (4.2)], Vl (resp., Vn+Í¡) meets Fn properly (2.7) in

an arc of points of accessibility. Define \p(n) as 1, ip(n + H) as n, and p„ and

pn+H (n = 2,3, •••,// + 1) as accessibility points, chosen so that they are distinct,

none is u or qm (m = 1,2, • • •), and, in case U = D, none is in the O-dimensional set L.

The regions F„ (n = 2H + 2, 2H + 3, •••) are defined to be the open topolo-

gical disks of S$, i.e., of Q and % added (say) in order of decreasing diameter.

If V„ = R in £}, then U = D = Ft ; let \¡/(n) = 1, and let p„ be q(R). Then F„ meets

Fi = D properly in p„. Suppose that F„ = Rm in 9t; if Í2(m) = (i, h) and FA = L*,

then let \p(n) = k and pn = qm-

Conclusions (1) (a), (b), (c) have already been noted or are immediate. For

(1) (d) and for (2), observe that the points p„ (n = 2,3, ■■■,2H + 1) and u were

defined to be distinct. Thus, to prove that (1) (d) and (2) are satisfied for all

natural numbers k, it is sufficient to consider only those k for which there exists

n > 2H + 1 with tp(n) = k. For each n > 2H + 1, V„ eQ U ÜR. If V„ e£>, then

tp(n) = 1 and U = D = Vt; conversely, \¡i(n) = 1 only for V„ in Q and for

n — 2,3, —,H + 1. Since p„ = g(R) for F„ = R in £¡, conclusions (l)(d) and (2)

follow for k=l from the definition of p„ (n — 2,3, •••,21/ + 1). The set V„ is in

5R (i.e., F„ is an open topological disk Rm) if and only if \¡i(n) = k, where Vk — Lh¡

and Q(m) = (i,/i) (fc = 2,3,—); the point p„ is the point qm, so that (1) (d) is

satisfied for these k by 3.2(c) and by the choice of pk.

Conclusions (3) and (5) follow immediately from the construction of {F„},

and conclusion (4) from the fact that, for n > N, V„ is a closed topological disk

of {£,} 0' = 1,2, -, J) or of ^ = Q U 5R. By conclusion (5) ¥„ = F„ (for n > N),

and since all but a finite number of these sets are e-regions, (1) (e) follows from

2.4. For (6), each point P in P n Ü is either in bdyD (in case U = D, so that

Fi = D), in bdy(K,) (i = 1,2, —,F), or in some e-region R (by 2.2). Thus it suf-

fices to prove that for each e-region R,

PORc:      (j   V„.
n= N+l

If diamR^e/3, then R^\JJj = iEj; if diamR<e/3, and R meets P, then

Rety = 91 uQ. Conclusion (6) follows.

Lastly, suppose that P satisfies either Condition C2 or C'3, oo$P, and U = S.

Let R be [_J„ U„, or the range of/, as the case may be ; then R is a region (in case

C2 use C2(b)) not containing oo. Let K be the component of S—P containing oo;

suppose that KnR#0. In case C2 some region U„ (n = 1,2, •••) meets K.

Since bdy(l/„) <= P and <x>$U„, oo £ t7„. Sinceoo eK, K meets bdy([/„), and a

contradiction results. In case C3, while/(D) meets K, oo ̂ /(D) and oo <£P, which

is the global cluster set C(f). Thus co $C1 [/(D)], and there exists a point

4eKnbdy(Cl[/(D)]).
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Since C1[/(D)] = /(D) U C(f), C(f) = P, and P nK = 0, q ef(D). But f(D)
is open, contradicting the definition of q. Thus K n R = 0 in both cases C2

and C3.

Since bdyK is a Peano space [25, p. 106, (2.2)], and P c R, bdyK is a simple

closed curve C separating K from R [24, p. 114, (6.7)]. Let E be that open topo-

logical disk of S — C containing R. Then P <= Ë and C <= bdy K c P. Applica-

tion of this lemma under the previous hypothesis (C2 or C3) to the case U = E

(see 3.4) yields a possibly finite sequence of regions V„ a E by conclusion (3).

Thus oo^F„ (n=l,2, •••).

A family {V„} satisfying conclusions (1) through (6) of the lemma is almost a

chain, intuitively speaking, differing only by sets F„ of diameter less than e.

(Compare 3.3(a) with (1) and (6).) Each of these small sets V„ is a topological

disk, and there exists a "finer almost-chain" for P and it. If one continues in

this way, a chain for P is constructed; this is the idea of the next lemma.

3.6. Lemma. If P satisfies either Condition C2 or C3, then it has a chain

{!/„}. // it satisfies either C2 or C3, then {U„} may be chosen so that its range

does not contain oo.

Proof. Repeated applications of 3.5 will be used to define a chain {U„}, where

the function \jj* and the accessibility points q„ are induced by that lemma. Define

Un as V„ for U = S and e = 1 (n = 1,2, •••,Nl), where Nt is the integer N of

conclusion (4) of 3.5; define ip* (on n = 2,3,---,N1) as the function \¡i and qn

as the point pn of 3.5 (1) (c). Let (Si be the family of those regions (interiors of

closed topological disks, by 3.5(4)(a)) V„ such that n>Ni; for each region E

in (Si, diamF < 1 (by (4)(b)). Let a>l be the function of (Sx into the natural num-

bers 1,2, -,A/i such that: if E = Vn, then cot(E) = \¡/(n) (see 3.5(l)(c) and (5)(a));

let qE be p„. In the final chain {U„} any region U„ such that ip*(n) = k

(k= 1,2, —,A/i) will be a topological disk E in (Si with co1(E) = k; and the

points q„ will be the points qE. As a result, for these numbers fc, condition 3.3(d)

will result from the corresponding condition, (l)(d), of 3.5. Eventually, each

topological disk of (Si will be included in {Un}. (If (Si = 0, then {[/„}

(n = 1,2, —,iVi) is the entire chain.)

Enlarge the family U„ (n = 1,2, —,A/i) with those topological disks E of (Si

such that diamE_ |; by 3.5(l)(e) there are only a finite number (and there

may be none). Let 1(1) be the subscript of the last region Un, and let [j/* and qn

be defined for these additional n (from co^ and the points qE) as above.

There is no n(n = 1,2,-, 7(1)) such that iA*(n) = k (k =NX + l,N1 + 2,—, 1(1));

indeed, there is no topological disk E in (St such that co^E) = k, for such a k

(from 3.5(5)). Each region Uk is the interior of a closed topological disk

(3.5(4)(a)), and bdy(Uk)czP (3.5(1)). For each such fc, form the family {Vn},

call it {F„>t}, given by 3.5 for U = Uk, e= 1/2, and u = pk. Add each region
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Vlhk (n = 2,3, --^Nik), the N of 3.5(4)) as a set Up where \j/*(J) and q¡ are in-

duced by 3.5 in the natural way, i.e., if U ¡ = Vn¿,\¡>iri) (for U = Uk) is m, and

Vm,k = U* iVi.k = Uk), then \j/*(J) = s. Let JV2 be the index of the last region t/„

thus far defined.

Let (52 consist of the regions Vnk for n > Nik) (3.5(4)), together with the regions

E of (Ei other than U„ in = 1,2, ••-,/!). Let co2 be the function of (£2 into the

natural numbers such that: on <£yC\(è2, co2 agrees with œlt and on (£2 — <&y,co2

(with the points qE) is induced by the function \j/ of 3.5(l)(c), as was coy. In the

final chain {(/„} any region [7,, such that \¡i*in) = k (n>AT2;fc = /(l) + l,/(l)+ 2,

■•■,N2) will be a topological disk £ in (£2 - G^ with w2(£) = fc; for each such k,

all such sets U„ result from a single application of 3.5 for U the interior Um of

a closed topological disk (m = ./V1 + 1, Ny + 2, •••,/(!)), U„ U [7,, c [7m, and

g„ will be qE. Thus, condition 3.3(d) for such k results from the corresponding

condition, (l)(d), of 3.5. Add to {{/„} each disk £ of (E2 with diam£ = 1/3. Let

/(2) be the subscript of the last region U„ thus far defined, and, if £ = L7„, let

\¡j*in) = co2iE) and q„ = qE.

The mth stage in the construction is similar to the second, where (èy and (E2

are replaced by (£m_! and Gm, respectively, e = \, by e = 1/m; /(l) by /(m- 1);

and «j and co2, by («„_! and com, respectively.

A (possibly finite) sequence {[/„} is thus defined; it will now be proved that

{l/„} is a chain. (A formal proof by induction is not given because it is so involved.)

Since each region Un in = 1,2, •••) arose from the use of 3.5, bdy(C/„) is a non-

degenerate Peano continuum contained in P (3.5(1)); thus, 3.3(b) is satisfied.

For each region £ in (£m, diam£ < 1/m, and (from the use of 3.5(6))

[/(m) -.

(Jbdy(t7„)   u\J{E:Ee<èm}

(m » 1,2,—). Since each region £ in ßm meets some region Un properly

(n = 1,2, —,/J, £ meets bdy(U"„); as a result [jñ=mi bdyiUn) is (l/m)-dense

in P, so that

PczCl[U bdy ([/„)],

and condition 3.3(a) is satisfied. Condition (c) of 3.3 follows from the construction

(i.e., from the use of the corresponding condition, (l)(c), of 3.5).

Condition 3.3(d) has already been discussed (e.g.; see the end of the first para-

graph). Consider 3.3(e); let i\¡/*)h be the hth iteration of \¡j* (/i = 1,2, •••), and

let i\p*)° be the identity function. For each n > /(m), there exists a topological

disk Uk in ®m, k ^ n, such that for some h, i\¡/*)hin) = k 'h = 0,1,2, •••)• But

yVk c Uk, because these sets arose through successive applications of 3.5, first

for U as Uk, then as subsets of Uk (from 3.5(3)). Since Uk e(£m, diam(C7t) < 1/m,

diamCPt)< 1/m and 3.3(e) satisfied.

Suppose that P satisfies condition C2 or C3. If 00 $P,  then  the C2—C3
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version of 3.5 may be applied, so that none of the regions V„ defined in the first

paragraph of this proof contains co; from the subsequent use of 3.5 and from

3.5(3), no Un contains oo.

Now suppose that ooeP. For each n with co£U„, let X„ — 0. If aoeUi,

let Xi be any arc in P joining co to a point ri of bdy(fJ0, Xi— {/J c C/j. If

oo e {/„ (n = 2,3, • • ■), and oo £ t/^.(n), then there is an arc a joining oo to a point x

of bdy (LQ U bdy (UHn)), a - {x} <= U„ - Ü^n). If xe bdy(Un), let ß = 0;

otherwise, there is an arc ßcz bdy([/^.(n)) joining x to a point y on bdy (Un)

(by 3.3(c)), ß— {y} a U„. Let X„ = a Uß, and let r„ be its endpoint on bdy(U„).

If oo e U„ n U^,in), we may suppose (by induction) that X^,,w has been defined,

<W> ~ *>•<■) "= U*H»y lf V<«) meets oo^yi^n)' let ^ be tnat subarc of

it which contains oo and meets bdy(L7J only in its other endpoint, call it r„.

Otherwise, there is an arc a in bdy (t/^»(n)) joining r^,(n) to a point r„ on

bdyU„    (by    3.3(c)),    a-{r„}<=Un;    let    X„ = aUXlll.M.    In    any    case,

^<¡l*(n)  C\   Xn C Xv*(„y

Let Xn = U„ - Xn, and let W2tt+i = W2n = X„; let xp(2n) = 2\p*(ri) + 1, and

\j/(2n +l) = 2n (n = 1,2, ■••). That {Ifm} satisfies 3.3 except possibly for con-

ditions (c) and (d), and that its range does not contain oo is immediate.

For each k and n (k = l,2,---;i¡/*(n) = k), X„ and Xk meet properly in q„

(in fact, in a prime end of Xk corresponding to Q„ in Uk) unless oo e Uk (i.e.,

h 5e 0)> Qn = rk> K - {rk} + U„ and (Xk - {rk}) n Un^ 0. There is at most one

such n, call it M(k), and Xk meets XM(k) properly in a point xM(k) in Xk — {rk}.

Let p2n = qrn for n ¿ M(k), and p2M{k) = xM()i); let p2Jt+1 be any point on

bdy(If2t+1) other than p2k and the points pm for \¡/*(m) = 2k. Since

^2t+i = ^2ü>P2*+i is a point of accessibility [25, p. 112, (4.2)]. Thus {Wm}

satisfies 3.3(c) and (d), and is a chain whose range does not contain oo.

3.7. Corollary. ConditionCi impliesC3,andC3 impliesC2. Also,C/implies

C3 and C3 implies C2.

Proof. The first and third implications are immediate from the definitions.

The second and fourth follow from 3.6 and the definition of chain (3.3).

Thus, to complete the proof of 1.1, it suffices to prove that C2 implies Cj,

and C2 implies C^.

4. Construction of the function.

4.1. Lemma. Let a be a closed topological disk, and let the map g :o-* S

be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism on inte. Let X be an arc on bdyc,

and let p be an arc in int<r, except for its endpoints, one on (bdytr) — X, the

other, O, on intl. Lastly, let U be a simply connected region in S such that

bdy U is a nonempty Peano continuum other than a single point, and g(p) is

an arc inside U except for an endpoint g(0) on bdy U. Then there exists a to-

pological closed disk t in o and a map h of a onto g(o) U If such that:
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(1) t nbdy o is a subarc v of intX, and Oeintv;

(2) h agrees with g on a neighborhood (in o) of bdy o — int A;

(3) h is 2-to-l interior on inte;

(4) h on x is topologically equivalent to a map on D which on D is a con-

formal homeomorphism onto U — g(co), where co is a subarc of p;

(5) h(C\[X-x-]) = g(X); and

(6) A(AnbdyT) = bdylf.

Proof. We may as well assume that a is the triangle with vertices in rec-

tangular coordinates (0,2), ( — 3,0), and (3,0), that X is its (horizontal) base,

and that p is its altitude, where O is the origin. Let P be (0, 1), 2i be

(-2,0), Q2 be (2, 0), Ri be (-1, 0), and R2 be (1,0); let x be the triangle whose

vertices are P, R1, and R2. Outside of the open triangle whose vertices are P,

Qi, and Q2, let h agree with g; thus (1) and (2) are satisfied.

Let co be that subarc of p having endpoints P and O. The set U — g(co) is a

simply connected region, and its boundary is a Peano continuum (since it is the

union of two sets having Property S [25, p. 20]). There exists a conformai homeo-

morphism of D onto U — g(co), and its extension j to D is continuous (by (2.1)).

The circle bdyD is the union of three arcs a, b, and c which meet one another

only in their endpoints, a and b each mapped homeomorphically onto g(co),

a on one side (in the sense of prime ends of U — g(co)), b on the other side. There

exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of bdyr onto bdyD, sending

the side PRj onto one of these two arcs, and the side PR2 onto the other. This

map may be extended to a homeomorphism fc of x onto D, by sending concentric

triangles onto concentric circles in the corresponding way. On x, h is defined

as jk; thus (4) and (6) are satisfied. If we imagine that g(co) is vertical, with g(0)

at the bottom, then h sends the right side of PR1 onto the right side of g(co), and

the left side of PR2 onto the left side of g(co).

Let m be any orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the boundary of the

triangle Pß^i onto the boundary of PQtO which is the identity map on PQi

and g~xh on PR±. Let n be the homeomorphism of the triangles themselves,

defined by sending concentric triangles onto concentric triangles in the corre-

sponding way. On the triangle PßiRi the map h is defined as gn, and on PQ2R2

it is defined analogously. Conclusion (5) and the fact that h is continuous follow.

Since g and n are orientation-preserving, h maps the left side of PR¡ onto the

left side of g(co), and the right side of PR2 onto the right side of g(co). Thus there

is no folding along the straight line segments PQlt PQ2, PRt and PR2, and hence,

h is a local homeomorphism except at P. As a result, h is interior [26, p. 82, (2.3)],

yielding conclusion (3). (In fact, h locally at P is topologically equivalent to the

analytic function f(z) = z2.)

4.2. Lemma.   // P has a chain {U„},  then   there  exists a map /:D-»S
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such that f is light interior on D, /(D) is contained in the range of {U„}, and

fibdyD) = P.

Proof. There exists a conformai homeomorphism of D onto Uy, and its ex-

tension fy to D is continuous (by 2.1). If 17! is the only region of the chain, let/

be A.
Otherwise, let yn and p„ (« = 2,3, •••) be the accessibility arc and point for Un

and Unn) (given by 3.3 (c)). For each n such that iK») = 1, Cl^-1 (y„ - {p„})]

is an arc n„ in D meeting bdy D in a single point On (by 2.7). The points 0„ cor-

respond to the prime ends P„ of 3.3(c) under the Carathéodory correspondence,

i.e.,/(On) = p„, so that no one of the points 0„ is a limit point of others (3.3 (d)).

Thus there are subarcs pn of n„ ending in 0„ which are mutually disjoint (for n

with \¡iin) = 1); we may also suppose that diam(/0 < 1/n and that

diam(/!(p„))< 1/n. Thus for each n and k such that ipin) = ifrik), either p„ # pk

and /OO n /OO =  0 or p„ = pk and fipn)c\fipk) is the point p„.
For each n such that i¿>(«) = 1, there exists a (closed) topological disk oh in

D such that:

(1) each set a„ c D, except for an arc X„ on bdyD containing On in its interior;

(2) each arc /i„ cint(o-„), except for its (pn's) endpoints, 0„ and one in D;

(3) diam(o-„) < 1/n, and (by the continuity of fy)

fyian)cSÍpn,l¡n);

(4) the topological disks an are mutually disjoint; and

(5) no one of them contains a limit point of others.

Let/2 be the map given by:/2 agrees with/t off int(o-2), and on a2 is the map

h given by 4.1, where g is the restriction of fy to a2, X = X2, p = p2, and U = U2.

Then (by 4.1(2) and (3))/2 is finite-to-one interior on D, f2(D) is L^u U2, and

(by 4.1 (2), (5) and (6))

/2(bdyD) = bdy(C7j) Ubdy(L72).

(This construction of f2 is for clarity only, and it will not be used hereafter.)

Now, suppose that maps f¡:D-*S (i=l,2,-,m) have been defined such

that:

(1) For each n such that i/>(n) = 1,2, •■•,m there is a closed topological disk

a„ contained in D except for an arc X„ on bdyD.

(2) (a)   There is an arc p„ such that the set/^(n)(p„) is a subarc of yn.

(b) Moreover, pn c int (o-„), except for its two endpoints, one in D, the other,

On, in int(¿„); and/^(0„) = p„.

(3) Let S¡ (i = 1,2, •••, m) be the set of topological disks a„, where n > i and

<K") â i.
(a) The topological disks of S, are disjoint, and no one of them has a limit

point of others.
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(b) If ;' < i then for each topological disk a„ of <5¡, either o„ e Qjt or there

exists a topological disk ok in Qj such that

(T„cint(crt)Uint(4).

(c) Given two distinct topological disks on and ok in \_}T=i S,, then

an c ok if and only if iph(ri) = fc (h = 1,2, ■••).

(d) Furthermore,/, agrees with/,_i on C1[D —<r¡] (i = 2,3, —,m).

(4) For each topological disk oa in <5„ /, is a homeomorphism on int (o„)

(i = l,2,-,m).

(5) For each topological disk o„ in \jT=i S, and ; (j = 1,2, —,m):

(a) diam(<r„) < 1/n, and

(b) fj(an)czS(pn,lln)vVn (see 3.3(e)).

(6) (a) On D, /, is finite-to-one interior,

(b) f(D) c U^i^and
(c) /,(bdyD)= U; = ibdy(^) (/ = F2,-,m).
Call these six conditions Property Qm of the set of functions fx,f2, —,/M.

Observe that/! satisfies Qj (we will not give a separate proof that the set/i,/2

satisfies Q2). If the chain {£/„} consists of more than m regions, we will now

construct a function fm+1 such that the set fi,f2,---,fm+l has Property Qm+i-

Each topological disk oke<Zk_i (k = ¡p(m + I) + l, \¡/(m + 1) + 2, —,m);

since am+1eQk-í,(Tm+í no-k = 0 (by Q„„(3)(a)).Thus/m agrees with/Wm+1) on

ffm+i (by Qm,(3)(d)), so that/m(/im+1) is a subarc of ym+i and/m(Om+1)=pm+1

(byQm,(2)).

The map/m+i will agree with/m off the closed topological disk <rm+i. Let g

be the restriction of/m to this topological disk;/m+1 on crm+i is the map h given

by 4.1 for X = Xm+1, p = pm+u and U = Um+l; let x be the topological closed

disk also given by 4.1. It follows that/m+i is continuous, and that conditions

Qm + i, (3)(d), (6)(a) and (6)(b) are satisfied (by inductive hypothesis, and 4.1(2)

and (3)).

By inductive hypothesis, condition Qm+i, (5)(b) is satisfied except for the cases

j = m + 1 or ij/(n) = m + 1. Suppose that j = m + 1 and ip(n) = 1,2, —,m. If

^n n<xm+1 = 0, then, since fm agrees with fm+i off <rm+1, Qm+1, (5)(b) again

follows from the inductive hypothesis. Thus we may suppose that o„ n°~m+i # 0-

Since <r„e SWn), om+1 e S^(m+1), i¡/(ri) S m, and \p(m + 1) ^ m, it follows from

conditions Qm, (3) (a), (b), and (c) that ^(»1 + 1) = " (ft = 1,2,—) and

<rm+i <=°~n- Now sincefm=fm+l offcm+u

/.tlW c/m(0 ^fm+li^m+l)-
By 4.1,

fm+i(om+i) <=/m(ffm+i) U Um+1 <=fm(om)UW„.

As a result, by the inductive hypothesis,

fm+1(on)<rS(pn.Mn)U^n.
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Thus, to complete the proof that condition Qm+1, (5)(b) is satisfied, we need

only define the sets a„ such that \j/iri) = m + 1, and prove that the condition

is satisfied for i/>(n) = m + 1.

By 4.1(4), /m+1 on x is topologically equivalent to a map on D which on D

is a conformai homeomorphism onto Um+1 — a, where a is a subarc of ym+1

containing pm+1. For each n such that i^(n) = m + 1, p„#pm+i (3.3(d)), so

that we may suppose that y„not= 0. The set

Cl[iintx)nf-tiiyn)]

is an arc r\n which meets bdy Do bdy x in a single point 0„ (by 2.7), and

fm+iiO«) = Pn- Since the points 0„ with (¿V(n) = m + 1 are disjoint and no one

is a limit point of others (3.3(d)), there is a subarc pn of n„ containing 0„ such

that the arcs p„ are mutually disjoint, diam(p„)< 1/n, and diam (///O) < 1/n

(j = 1,2, •••,m + 1). Thus Qm+1, (2)(a) is satisfied.

For each n such that ipin) = m + 1, there exists a closed topological disk o-„

in t such that :

(1) Each an c intr except for an arc Xn c int(2m+1), and Oneint(l„). (Thus

Qm+1,(l) is satisfied.)

(2) The arc p„ c int (o-„) except for its endpoints, one in int x, the other 0„

(thus Qm+1, (3)(b) is satisfied).

(3) Each diam(cr„) < 1/n (so that Qm+1, (5)(a) is satisfied), and each

fjian)c S(p„, 1/n) (j = 1,2, — ,m + 1; <¿>(n) = m + 1 ; yielding the remainder

ofQm+1, (5)(b)).

(4) The disks <j„ are mutually disjoint.

(5) No one of them contains a limit point of others.

Let Qm+l consist of the topological closed disks just defined, together with

disks of Sm - {a,„+i}. Condition Q.m+1, (3)(a) follows from (4) and (5) above

(and, of course, the inductive hypothesis) ; and Qm+y, (3) (b) from (1) since x c am+y.

Consider condition Qm+1, (3)(c). For \pin) = m and \j/ik) = m, it follows by

inductive hypothesis; for \¡/<n) = m + 1 = i¿H/c), it follows from (4) above. Sup-

pose \pin) = m + 1 and \¡i'k) - m. Then o-„c<xm+1, and (by £im,(3)(a),(b),

and (c)) either ak r\am+1 = 0, or am+1 c ak and \p\m + l) = k (n = 1,2, •••)•

Thus condition Qm+1, (3)(c) is satisfied.

Each topological disk an of S„+i either has ipin)^m so that aneQm and

a„nam+y= 0 (by Qm, (3)(a)), or t/<n) = m + 1 and int(o-„) c intr. Since

fm+1 agrees with/m off am+u and since fm+1 on intr is a homeomorphism (by

4.1(4)), condition Qm+1, (4) follows.

The map/m+1 agrees with/m off <rm+1, so that the restriction maps/m+1 |bdyD

and fm| bdyD agree off Am+1 (see (1)). By the construction of/m+1 and by 4.1(5)

and (6),

/m+1(Cl[lm + 1-r])=/mam)
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and

/m+i(AmnbdyT) = bdy([/m+i).

Condition Qm+i,(6)(c) then follows from the induction hypothesis. Thus, the

set of functions/i,/2, ••-,/„+! satisfies condition Qm+i-

If the chain {U„} is finite, consisting of m regions, let/be/m; it has the desired

properties by Qm, (6). If the chain is infinite, then, by the induction, there exists

a sequence of functions fm; the function/will now be defined. Let p be any point

of D, and let M be such that 1/M < d(p,bdyD). Then for all m—^M, the maps

fm agree (by Qw(3)(d) and (5) (a)) and are finite-to-one interior (by Qm, (6) (a))

on {z : \z\ < 1 — 1/M}, which contains p. The map / is defined on this set to

agree with these maps ; thus the restriction map/| D is defined and is light interior.

It follows from £}m, (6)(b) that/(D) is contained in the range of Un.

We will prove that the maps/m|D converge uniformly to/|D. Given e > 0,

choose M (M = 1,2, •••) such that 1/M < e/4 and diamOPJ < e/4 (by 3.3(e);

m = M, M + 1, —). Since/|D agrees with fm\D except on \J™=m+iint(o¿)

(by -Qm, (3)(d)), it suffices to prove that, for each z in int(on),d(fm(z),f(z)) < e

(m = M, M + 1, •••; n = M + 1,M + 2, •••). Now

fM^S(pn,lln)uVn

(by £m,(5)(b)), and p„e£7„c<F„ (by 3.3(e)), so that diam (/m(<7„)) < e/2. Let

yeD nbdy(o~n); then/m(y) =f(y) (m = M, M + 1, •••). There exists k = M such

that/t(z) =f(z). Since d(fk(z),fk(y)) < e/2, d(fm(z),fm(y)) < e/2, and/,(y) =fm(y),

it results that d(fm(z), f(z))<e. Thus the maps/m|D converge uniformly to

f\D.
Since D is compact, each map/m is uniformly continuous; it follows that/|D

is uniformly continuous. Thus /| D has a unique continuous extension to D,

call it/, and the maps/m converge uniformly to/.

For each n and m (n = 1,2, •••; m = n,n + 1, •••) and point webdy(Un) there

is a point zmebdyD such that fm(zm) = w (by Qm,(6)(c)). The sequence {zm}

has a subsequence {zm(t)} (fc= 1,2, •••) convergent to a point z on bdyD. Since

the functions fm(k) converge uniformly to /, and the points f(zm(k)) converge to

/(z), it follows that the points fm(k) (zm(k)) converge to f(z); thus /(z) = w. As a

result, bdy([/„)<=/(bdyD), so that

Cl [ Übdy(t/„)] c=/(bdyD).

By Qm, (3) (a) and (b), and (5) (a),

OO OO

bdyD-f|     LU
m = 1    n=m

is dense in bdyD. Since, by Qm, (3)(d) and (6)(c),
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(00 00 \ 00

bdy D - H (J M c  U ̂ y(Un),
m—1n~m       / 11 = 1

it follows that

/(bdyD)CCl[Übdy(C/0
Ln = l

4.3. Lemma.   Condition C2 implies Ci, and C2 implies CJ.

Proof. If P satisfies condition C2 (respectively, CO, then, from 3.6 and 4.2,

there exists a continuous function f:D-*S, f light interior on D, such that

/(bdyD) = P (respectively, and oo$f(D)). Let gh be the factorization given by

[3], where A is continuous on D and a homeomorphism on D, and g is continuous

on h(D) and meromorphic (respectively, analytic) on h(D). The functions A and

g are extensions of the functions H and G, respectively, defined in the first para-

graph of that proof, and thus h(D) may be supposed to be either D or the com-

plement in S of a single point. In the latter case, since A(bdyD) and g(bdyD)

would be single points,/(bdyD) would be also; but it was assumed in 1.3 that P,

which is /(bdy D), is neither S nor a single point. Thus, h(D) = D, and g is con-

tinuous on D and meromorphic (respectively, analytic) on D; as a result, P sat-

isfies condition Ct (respectively, CO-

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from 3.7 and 4.3.

5. Concluding remarks.

5.1. Condition C2 is topological in the sense that: if P is a Peano continuum

in S, and A is a homeomorphism of S onto itself, then P satisfies C2 if and only

if h(P) does. It is not sufficient that A be a homeomorphism on P alone; i.e.,

the embedding is significant. Let P be the example of [4], modified by replacing

each closed disk by its bounding circle and a radius segment ; P does not satisfy

condition Cx (see the first remark of §2 of [4]). Let P' be P, except that each

radius segment is turned outside the disk; then P' is the boundary of a simply

connected region, but P and P' are homeomorphic.

One might ask: can D in 1.1 be replaced by an arbitrary simply connected

region Í7 whose boundary is a nonempty and nondegenerate Peano continuum?

In this case Ct implies C2. For the proof, let/be the function meromorphic on

U such that /(bdy U) = P. There exists a continuous function g:D-+Ü, such

that g is a meromorphic homeomorphism on D (by the Riemann Mapping Theo-

rem and 2.1), and P = (/g)(bdyD). Thus, 1.1 can be applied. On the other hand,

condition C2 does not imply Ci in this case. Let A be a radius segment in D, let

U = D — X, and suppose that there exists a continuous function f:Ü-*D with/

analytic on U and /(bdy U) = bdy D. From the openness off and the fact that

f(U) c= D it follows that / on bdy U as a function of the prime ends (whose im-
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pressions are single points) is either sense-preserving or -reversing. As a result,

/could not be continuous on bdy U; thus U does not satisfy condition C/.

Next, consider the following question: for what functions a:bdyD -> S — {00}

is there a continuous function f:D-+S with / | D analytic and / | bdy D = al

Morse [9] and Titus [21 and 22] considered this question for the special case of

functions a with continuous and nonzero first derivative. Morse gave a sufficient

condition for a function a to be a boundary function in this sense, and Titus

considered a subclass called normal representations and gave a necessary and

sufficient condition for such functions to be boundary functions. Related results

are given in Titus [20] and Titus and Young [23].

For the general question (no assumption on the differentiability of a), a ne-

cessary condition in terms of the range of a is, of course, given by 1.1. Also, by

Riesz-Nevanlinna Theorem [10, p. 19] either a is a constant function, or a is

constant on no arc. More generally, let f:D-> S be continuous on D, light open

on D, with/(bdyD) neither S nor a single point; let gh be the factorization of

4.3, and let a, ß, and y be the restrictions of/, h and g to bdyD, respectively. Then ß

is a sense-preserving (or -reversing) map of the circle onto itself, and thus differs

from a homeomorphism only in that some point inverses may be arcs. Since no

point inverse of a is an arc, ß (and thus h) is a homeomorphism. To within topo-

logical equivalence, then, the question is reduced to a topological question (which

still seems imposing), namely: What is the class of boundary functions a for

light open maps, where a maps no arc onto a single point?

In [21] and [22] Titus used a special case of this approach. He proved that for

each normal representation a in his class, there is a map/:D-»S — {00},/light

open on D and a local homeomorphism on a neighborhood of bdyD. As he ob-

served, in this case the above factorization follows directly from the theorems

of Stoilow [19, p. 121] and Carathéodory [1, p. 86], where h is a homeomorphism

of D onto D.
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